PRODUCT INFO

IT WORKS! COLLAGENWORKS™
GREAT SKIN FROM WITHIN

15 (7.7g) Single Serve Packets

It Works! CollagenWorks is an on-the-go, beauty-boosting formula that uses a blend of advanced collagen proteins and peptides to hydrate, plump, and reveal greater skin from within.† It begins to work inside your body to support healthy joints, contribute to healthier-looking hair, and boost natural collagen production so you can look your best and keep your life moving.†

Features and Benefits:
- Uniquely formulated with a blend of five types of collagen to help supplement your body’s needs
- Contains collagen peptides that activate Hyaluronic Acid production, helping skin stay plump and hydrated†
- Uses essential vitamins to help maintain youthful, hydrated, glowing skin†
- Vitamins A & C and Selenium help slow the appearance of aging skin by fighting oxidative stress from free-radicals†

It Works! CollagenWorks is an on-the-go, beauty-boosting formula that uses a blend of advanced collagen proteins and peptides to hydrate, plump, and reveal greater skin from within.† It begins to work inside your body to support healthy joints, contribute to healthier-looking hair, and boost natural collagen production so you can look your best and keep your life moving.†

SUGGESTED USE

For a delicious burst of inner radiance, add one packet of powder to 8 fl. oz. of water or your favorite hot or cold beverage once or twice per day. Mix, stir or shake vigorously and drink.

Warning: Keep out of reach of children. Consult your physician if you are pregnant, nursing, taking medications, or have a medical condition. Protect from heat, light, and moisture. Store at 15-30°C (59-86°F). Do not use if seal is broken or missing.

Other Ingredients: Citric acid, natural flavors, guar gum, silica, beta carotene (for color), high purity steviol glycosides, beet root (for color), and monk fruit extract.

Contains: Fish (tilapia & pangasius) & Egg.

†These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to treat, diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.
IT WORKS! COLLAGENWORKS™
GREAT SKIN FROM WITHIN

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why should I take It Works! CollagenWorks?
Collagen helps your skin look fresh, full, and healthy while supporting your body’s flexibility and recovery. It’s also important for the overall health of your joints, tendons, and ligaments. Because natural collagen production starts to slow in early adulthood, you may need to replenish it. It Works! CollagenWorks is the ideal way to boost your natural collagen production, while also supplement much of the collagen proteins your body needs,† so you can look your best and keep your life moving.

When and how should I take It Works! CollagenWorks?
Take this on-the-go, beauty-boosting, joint-health-enhancing collagen blend anytime throughout your day.† Add one packet of powder to 8 oz. of hot or cold water, juice, or your favorite smoothie. Simply mix, stir, or shake vigorously, then drink and enjoy! We recommend taking 1-2 packets of It Works! CollagenWorks every day.

What are some of the key, active ingredients in It Works! CollagenWorks?
Some of its key ingredients include:

- Collagen blend – Uses five specialized types of collagen from fish, chicken, bovine, and egg sources to supplement and replenish collagen for your skin and body†
- Collagen peptides – Stimulate your natural, cellular biology to produce more collagen, hyaluronic acid, and elastin through these advanced peptides†
- Vitamins A & C – Helps slow the effects of age on your skin and boost soft-tissue health by fighting oxidative stress from free-radicals†

Is It Works! CollagenWorks a skincare product or a dietary supplement?
It’s both! Designed to work with all It Works! product lines, CollagenWorks brings you great skin from within by enhancing your body’s natural collagen production.† Take 1-2 packets of It Works! CollagenWorks to slow the appearance of aging while enhancing your joint health.†

Can It Works! CollagenWorks be used at the same time as Hair Skin Nails, or other products containing collagen?
Yes, you can use It Works! CollagenWorks and Hair Skin Nails together—in fact, we encourage it for even better results! You can also take It Works! CollagenWorks with other products containing collagen. Please use within reason—like any product, moderation is key.

Does It Works! CollagenWorks contain gluten?
It Works! CollagenWorks is formulated with only gluten-free ingredients. It is not currently tested for gluten that may or may not be introduced during the manufacturing process.

Does It Works! CollagenWorks help acne?
Although It Works! CollagenWorks may improve the appearance of your skin, it’s not specifically formulated to treat acne or any other medical conditions.

Can I give It Works! CollagenWorks to my children?
It Works! CollagenWorks is recommended only for adults ages 18 years or older.

Can I use It Works! CollagenWorks if I am pregnant, nursing, or have ongoing medical conditions?
Before using any new product, you should always consult your physician to find out if it is safe for you.

†These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to treat, diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.